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Abstract—The widespread adoption of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) poses signiﬁcant dataplane scalability limitations in datacenters (DC), as switches will be required to maintain
a large amount of forwarding state for service chaining. This
problem is exacerbated by the small Forwarding Information
Base (FIB) of commodity switches, which are typically deployed
in NFV infrastructures.
To mitigate this problem, we present a routing fabric that
combines source routing with pathlet switching in order to (i)
achieve state reduction and (ii) provide support for longer paths,
hence, meeting the increased hop-count requirement of service
chains. Coupling the proposed source routing fabric with a
service chain embedding method, we achieve signiﬁcant gains
in terms of FIB consumption, request acceptance, and revenue
generation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Middleboxes have become an indispensable part of the
network infrastructure. Despite their widespread adoption,
middleboxes entail signiﬁcant ﬂexibility limitations, mainly
due to the fact that they are built of specialized hardware,
and hence, they cannot be re-purposed for other processing applications. Furthermore, middleboxes are typically provisioned
for peak loads, often leading to resource inefﬁciency. Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) has been introduced to cope
with some of these limitations and facilitate the deployment
of new functionality into network, providing better support for
applications and services [1], [2], [3].
Despite its early adoption, NFV introduces signiﬁcant scalability limitations in datacenters (DC), which may hinder
the large-scale deployment of virtualized network functions
(vNFs) and associated cloud services (e.g., NF-as-a-Service).
More speciﬁcally, switches in DCs will be required to maintain
a large amount of forwarding state for service chaining, i.e.,
steering trafﬁc through the sequence of vNFs that comprise
the service chain. This problem is further exacerbated by the
increasing virtual machine (VM) consolidation level in DCs,
in conjunction with the limited Forwarding Information Base
(FIB) size in switches (i.e., a commodity switch can typically
store a few thousands ﬂow entries in its TCAM) [4], [5].
A potential solution to this problem is to employ source
routing in DCs, i.e., encode the path into the packet header [6],
[7], [8], [9]. This enables the insertion of a small set of ﬂowindependent forwarding entries into the switches, which leads
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to a signiﬁcant reduction in the forwarding state. However,
service chains may span a large number of hops, as not all
of their vNFs may ﬁt in the same rack, due to capacity or
other (e.g., anti-collocation) constraints. In this case, packet
header space will be insufﬁcient for the encapsulation of the
entire path. The straightforward solution of using additional
headers (e.g., VLAN/MPLS) would incur signiﬁcant transmission overhead, especially for smaller packets, and eventually
would not eliminate the scalability limitation of source routing
for long paths. For instance, with 64-port switches (hence, 6
bits required for each hop), VLAN and MPLS headers could
merely permit the encoding of labels for ﬁve additional hops,
which may not sufﬁce for vNFs scattered across several racks.
To retain the beneﬁts of source routing while eliminating
its main inefﬁciency in DCs (i.e., transmission overhead),
we consider breaking down source-routed paths into pathlets.
Fixed middlepoints (e.g., top-of-the-rack switches) at the DC
network topology undertake the task of pathlet switching. In
particular, each middlepoint encodes into the packet header
the sequence of labels required to traverse the pathlet, as well
as the pathlet ID. In contrast to middlepoints, intermediate
switches (e.g., aggregation and root switches) store a minimum
set of ﬂow-independent forwarding rules. We are certainly
not the ﬁrst to conceive pathlet switching [10]; however,
we effectively couple pathlets with source routing aiming to
increase signiﬁcantly the scalability of service chaining and
NFV deployments in DCs.
Our main goal in this paper is to quantify the gains of
our combined source-routing and pathlet switching scheme
on service chaining. To this end, we introduce a service
chain mapping method which is tailored to source-routed
pathlets, as discussed above. Our evaluation results in a FIBconstrained scenario show that embedding service chains with
our proposed routing scheme yields signiﬁcant Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) savings in aggregation and
root switches. In contrast, a baseline service chain embedder
coupled with standard L2/L3 forwarding gradually leads to the
depletion of TCAM space and the rejection of service chain
requests.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the proposed source routing DC network fabric
for reduced-state service chaining. In Section III, we present a
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Fig. 1: Source routing example. This example shows the
encoded labels and pointer value, as the packet traverses from
the NAT to the ﬁrewall (FW). The labels match the switch
port numbers for simplicity.
service chain embedding method for our source routing fabric.
In Section IV, we evaluate the efﬁciency of the proposed
fabric, compared to our baseline. Section V provides an
overview of related work. Finally, in Section VI, we highlight
our conclusions and discuss directions for future work.
II. S OURCE ROUTING FABRIC
In this section, we elaborate on our proposed source routing
DC network fabric for reduced-state service chaining. As
already discussed, L2/L3 forwarding (termed as rule-based
forwarding) may lead to the depletion of TCAM space in
switches, when the DC serves as a NFV infrastructure. This
may occur, since with rule-based forwarding the number of
switch ﬂow entries is proportional to the end-points (i.e.,
vNFs). This problem has been observed in the design of DC
network fabrics for massive scale (e.g., Portland [11], VL2
[12]). Some of the proposed DC network architectures (e.g.,
VL2) resort to source routing for better scalability with packet
forwarding.
Besides the reduction of FIB size, source routing can reduce
the cost of DC networks, since the minimal and nearly-static
forwarding tables open up opportunities for simpler and, thus,
cheaper switching hardware. Source routing has been further
shown to provide higher throughput rates and better exploit
the DC path diversity [6]. Network updates can be performed
much easier, since any path update can be encoded into the
packet header, obviating the need for consistent ﬂow table
updates which typically require particular care and the right
abstractions [13].
Applying source routing to NFV infrastructures requires
attention, as the vNFs of a service chain may be scattered
across multiple racks, leading to a much larger hop count,
compared to virtual links that simply connect a pair of virtual
machines (e.g., SecondNet [7]). Therefore, a straightforward
application of source routing would potentially lead to a
substantial transmission overhead, due to the use of additional
headers (e.g., VLAN/MPLS) and/or stacked labels. To mitigate this, in our source routing fabric, we combine source
routing with pathlet switching to effectively retain the beneﬁts
of source routing, while avoiding unnecessary transmission
overheads.

Source Routing. We ﬁrst describe the encoding of each
pathlet into the packet header. The main idea behind the path
encapsulation is to insert a set of labels that correspond to the
sequence of switch ports that the packet has to to traverse. In
essence, each label is associated with a switch port (without
necessarily matching the port number). Hence, the scope of
each label is limited to the speciﬁc switch. In this case,
assuming 64-port switches, each hop requires the use of 6
bits in the packet header. Additional space is needed for a
pointer to the next label, which will be updated as the packet
is being forwarded along the pathlet. For this purpose, we have
allocated an additional 8 bits from the packet header. This port
switching scheme, which is inline with other source routing
fabrics (e.g., SecondNet [7]), is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Since legacy switches do not support port switching, it
is possible to realize such a source routing fabric using
OpenFlow switches, which are (incrementally) deployed in
modern datacenters. Using the latest OpenFlow speciﬁcations
that support bit masks, an OpenFlow controller can insert the
required ﬂow-independent rules into the switch’s ﬂow table,
enabling the switch to perform the appropriate matching on
incoming packets. In addition, the insertion of a separate ﬂow
entry is required to increment the value of the pointer at
each switch. In previous work [9], we have implemented and
evaluated such a source routing datapath in software, using
Click Modular Router [14].
Pathlet Switching. We further discuss our pathlet switching
scheme, which alleviates the transmission overhead of source
routing over long paths. As already mentioned, paths are decomposed into pathlets. Packet forwarding across each pathlet
is performed with port switching, as explained above. Pathlet
switching takes place at certain middlepoints; in our source
routing fabric, this functionality is delegated into the top-ofthe-rack (ToR) switches. In particular, each middlepoint carries
out the two following tasks: (i) performs a table lookup to
identify the next pathlet and (ii) encodes the sequence of labels
for the next pathlet. For pathlet identiﬁcation and lookup, we
use pathlet IDs, which are encoded into the packet header
along with information required for source routing (i.e., labels
and next-label pointer). Each ToR switch maintains a set of
matching rules with pathlet IDs and associated output ports
(only the IDs of the pathlets originating from the switch have
to be stored). As opposed to the upper-level switches which
maintain minimal ﬂow-independant state, the ToR switches
are required to store a larger number of forwarding entries for
pathlet switching. There are opportunities for the reduction
of this forwarding state, e.g., using pathlet IDs with a local
scope that require less space compared to globally unique IDs.
Regardless of their scope, pathlet IDs can be assigned and
distributed among the ToR switches by a centralized controller,
which has the knowledge of the whole DC network topology.
In the following, we brieﬂy discuss the packet header
space required to implement this source routing fabric in a
modern DC that can serve as a NFV infrastructure. We thereby
2
consider a three-layer fat-tree DC topology with 2k k-port
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switches, k pods each one with two layers of 2k switches
2
and k4 servers, based on the DC network model in [15]. In
such topology, each ToR switch is connected to the rest of



3 
the switches by means of 2k × k − 1 + 2k × 2k − 1 pathlets.
Assuming that k is set to 40, utilizing the MAC address ﬁelds
is sufﬁcient for the encapsulation of 9 labels, in conjunction
with an 8-bit pointer to the next label, and 21 bits for the
pathlet ID. Therefore, our routing scheme does not require
additional header space for its implementation.







III. S ERVICE C HAIN E MBEDDING
Agile service deployment of a requested service chain at
the provider’s NFV infrastructure involves the placement of
its constituent vNFs and in-sequence routing through them,
as prescribed in the service chain. The optimization challenge
for the problem at hand is to efﬁciently allocate computing
and bandwidth resources for the vNF-graph. Service chain
embedding bears many similarities to the Virtual Network
Embedding (VNE) problem, since service chains can be seen
as directional graphs that need to be embedded onto a substrate
network (e.g., DC). The VNE problem is NP-hard, and service
chain embedding, as a generalization of VNE, is considered
NP-hard, as well [16].
As explained in Section II, network paths can be decomposed to pathlets, over which trafﬁc is forwarded based on
source routing. This routing scheme should be reﬂected in the
service chain embedding method. Therefore, the problem at
hand is to embed the vNF-graph by jointly placing the vNFs
and mapping the graph edges onto pathlets.
To this end, the directed graph of the substrate DC network
can be abstracted into a directed multi-graph, where the additional edges represent the pathlets between the ToR switches.
The capacity of each pathlet (edge in the corresponding multigraph) is constrained by the most utilized link in the path.
This topology abstraction is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. In
particular, Fig. 2 depicts a subset of a 3-layer DC network
topology. For the sake of simplicity, the substrate graph is
undirected and the corresponding capacities are omitted. For
each pathlet between the ﬁrst ToR switch and every other ToR
switch (color-coded in Fig. 2), the corresponding multi-graph
edge is added to Fig. 3, illustrated with a dashed line of the
same colour. By abstracting the DC graph to a multi-graph, we
can easily accommodate the pathlet selection into the service
chain mapping formulation (which is omitted, due to space
limitations).
Adapting existing VNE methods [17], we further augment
the directed multi-graph, by adding the requested vNFs as
pseudo-nodes, while each pseudo node is connected to every
substrate host with inﬁnite capacity (pseudo-edge). In this augmented directed multi-graph, the bandwidth demand of trafﬁc
ﬂows between two consecutive vNFs in the chain (origindestination pair) is considered a commodity. Hence, the problem is transformed to a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP)
multi-commodity ﬂow problem, taking into account substrate
node and link capacity constraints (CPU and bandwidth),
as well as the FIB capacity for the switches traversed. The











Fig. 2: DC network graph (partial).











Fig. 3: DC network multi-graph
number of commodities equals the corresponding requested
forwarding paths in the vNF-graph. First-hop nodes in the
solution (set of paths) denote the servers onto which the
requested vNFs will be placed.
IV. E VALUATION
In the following, we discuss the evaluation environment
(Section IV-A) and the evaluation results (Section IV-B) for
service chain embedding with our source routing fabric.
A. Evaluation Environment
We have implemented an evaluation environment for service
mapping, including a service chain generator and a DC topology generator, using a discrete event simulator implemented
in Java. We use CPLEX [18] for our mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) models based on the branch-and-cut
method. Our tests are carried out on a server with an Intel
i7 CPU at 3.5 GHz and 6 GB of main memory. The proposed
embedding method, denoted as Pathlets, is compared against
a Baseline embedder, which assigns service chains onto a DC
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which, in the context of NFV, can represent the vNFs comprising the service chain. Segment routing is implemented
using an extension header, known as the Segment Routing
Header (SRH). NSH comprises an alternative approach for
service chaining [22]. In particular, NSH contains a sequence
of service nodes (e.g., vNFs) that the packet must be routed
before reaching the destination, creating a dedicated service
plane for network processing. Our source routing fabric can
be reconsidered with segment routing or NSH in mind. We
plan to pursue this in future work and perform a comparison
among the alternative implementations.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we tackled the challenging problem of state
reduction in DCs, given the increasing interest from most
stakeholders in service deployment and chaining. Our approach couples source routing with pathlet switching, since
the increased hop-count of service chains tends to outweigh
the beneﬁts of source routing, when the latter is used on its
own. In this respect, we exempliﬁed our source routing fabric
and further outlined a method for the embedding of service
chains onto the proposed fabric, with the aim to maximize the
acceptance rate of requested service chains and the amount of
revenue generated for a NFV provider.
According to our evaluation results, our proposed approach
yields signiﬁcant FIB savings at the aggregation and root
switch levels, at which port switching is exercised. In contrast,
ToR switch FIB savings are negligible, since in our fabric
they serve as path middlepoints, and thereby, have to maintain
state for pathlet switching and label encoding. In our FIBconstrained evaluation scenario, these FIB savings have a
signiﬁcant impact on request acceptance and revenue.
Future work will be focused on the experimental evaluation
of our source routing fabric, investigating the efﬁciency of
alternative port/pathlet switching implementation techniques,
as well as the placement of certain functionality (e.g., pathlet
switching elements) at different parts of the network.
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